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  REPORT TO THE TWENTY-FIRST LEGISLATURE 
HAWAII STATEWIDE TRAIL AND ACCESS SYSTEM 

REGULAR SESSION OF 2002 
 

PURPOSE 
 
 Chapter 198D, Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS), "Hawaii Trail 
and Access System," requires the Department of Land and Natural 
Resources (DLNR) under Section 198D-9(7), HRS, to submit an 
annual report on activities engaged in this Chapter.  This 
report covers activities and revenue during Fiscal Year (FY)00-
01 and certain activity for the period from December 2000 to 
November 2001. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
  
 Na Ala Hele (NAH), The Hawaii Statewide Trails and Access 
Program, was established through legislation in 1988.  Section 
198D-2, HRS, directs DLNR to plan, develop, acquire land or 
rights for public use of land, construct, and engage in 
coordination activities to implement a trail and access system.  
The program is administered by the DLNR's Division of Forestry 
and Wildlife (DOFAW).  This report covers activities implemented 
by DOFAW that are pursuant to Chapter 198D, HRS.  Specifically, 
this report contains the following subjects:  
  

1. Report Summary 
2. State Fuel Tax (SFT) Allocation 
3. Recreational Trails Program (RTP) Allocation 
4. Commercial Trail Tour Activity (CTTA) Management and 

Revenue  
5. Internet Site and “Hiking Safely” Brochure 
6. Hawaii Trail Analysis - (Executive Summary)  
7. Historic Trail Issues and Abstracts 
8. Legislation: Act 34, Session Laws of Hawaii (SLH), 2001 
9. Trail and Access Advisory Councils 
10. Program Review 
11. Trail and Access Issues, Projects and Accomplishments 

 
1. REPORT SUMMARY 
 

• Funding: Through DOFAW, the NAH Program utilizes a portion 
of General Funds via the Department’s LNR 804 Program for 
operations on a branch specific basis. The 10 NAH staff 
salaries are primarily funded through LNR 804 ($188,203) 
and partially funded ($107,000) through a portion of the 
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State Fuel Tax (SFT) allocation. The portion of SFT 
transferred to staff salary was a result of previous LNR 
804 General Fund restrictions. For FY00-01, NAH received 
approximately $216,000 from the SFT, instead of the 
projected $220,000. In August, NAH obligated Hawaii’s 
allocation of the Federal FY01 allocation of federal RTP 
funds: $533,301. 

 
• Commercial Trail Tour Activity (CTTA) Management and 

Revenue: Commercial ecotour activity is continuing on 
trails and access roads statewide and requires varying 
amounts of staff time for monitoring and responding to 
vendor needs. Regulating and managing commercial activity 
is problematic, and there are enforcement challenges.  
There are isolated issues related to community and natural 
resource impacts and determining the legitimacy of certain 
business operators is an issue beyond the regulatory power 
or expertise of DLNR staff. As of October 2001, there were 
20 NAH permitted operators that conduct activity on trails 
managed and regulated under Chapter 198D, HRS, and Chapter 
13-130, Hawaii Administrative Rules (HAR.)  However, on 
some islands, there are operators using NAH features that 
are not authorized. In April of 2001, the automated 
reservation system went on-line via the NAH Internet site.  
This system allows permitted commercial operators to 
reserve a limited number of patron slots on certain trails 
and access roads for specific modes of transport.  Staff is 
able to monitor commercial activity via the reservations.  
NAH Administration submits monthly invoices to the vendors.  
FY00-01 net revenue from commercial fees was @ $39,368.00. 
Staff spent approximately 1,228 hours labor managing and 
monitoring commercial activity at a cost of $23,571.  
 

• Internet Site and “Hiking Safely” Brochure 
The NAH Internet site (www.hawaiitrails.org) went on-line 
in April of 2001 and contains maps and directions to all 
trails and access roads under the jurisdiction of Chapter 
198D, HRS and Chapter 13-130 HAR, in addition to providing 
the on-line reservation system for the CTTA operators.  The 
site also  contains hiking safety tips and NAH staff 
contacts statewide.  In June of 2001, NAH produced the 
“Hiking Safely” brochure.  Both the Internet site and 
brochure are intended to enhance public safety by directing 
trail users, especially visitors, to managed and maintained 
trails, and educating first time trail users with tips on 
safety and Hawaii’s unique environment. 
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• Hawaii Trail Analysis   
This project and report was funded by a $20,000 grant to 
NAH through the Kaho’omiki Program, Department of Health 
(DOH). The Tobacco Settlement was the source of the grant. 
The intent of the project was to select specific trails 
statewide and then conduct a user survey and environmental 
profile with the goal of determining trail user 
preparedness in relation to the environmental 
characteristics of the trail.  The grant allowed NAH to 
fund the travel of 5 University of Hawaii, Department of 
Urban and Regional Planning graduate students to gather 
information of user preparedness by interviewing 
approximately 2000 trail users statewide over a period of a 
few months. This report and its observations will assist 
DLNR in its efforts to develop an environmental risk 
management program for recreational areas under its 
jurisdiction.  There are a limited number of hard copies of 
the report available, but it is available through the NAH 
Program on compact disk, and is also located at DOFAW’s 
Internet site at: 
www.state.hi.us/dlnr/dofaw/pubs/index.html. A streamlined  
version of the report containing data pertaining only to 
Hawaii residents who were surveyed was produced for DOH, 
pursuant to DOH data needs for the Tobacco Settlement.  

 
• Historic Trail Issues and Abstracts:  Legal 

issues/litigation and public concern relating to the 
disposition of historic or ancient trail features have been 
increasing, particularly on the Big Island and Molokai. 
This situation has prompted NAH to consider developing a 
DLNR policy on Division protocol for the treatment of 
historic trails. The abstract section of NAH provides 
technical support in locating and determining governmental 
jurisdiction to ancient or historic roads and trails 
throughout the state.  In FY00-01, there were a total of 30 
abstract requests performed to determine title and/or 
public access for historic trails, old government roads and 
lateral shoreline access routes. In FY00-01 staff worked 
approximately 2,221 hours @ $28,352 on abstracting and 
historic trail issues.  

 
• Legislation 

Act 34, SLH, 2001, amended Chapter 198D, HRS by adding 
criminal and general administrative penalties.  

 
• Trail and Access Advisory Councils 

The Advisory Councils (AC) meet with a frequency based upon 
the needs and issues of their particular islands.  Pursuant 
to the NAH Administrative Rules, the Statewide AC must meet 
at least once a year.  On November 10th, the Statewide AC 
met to continue strategic planning, to report on island 
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activities, and to go over policy and administrative issues 
affecting the Program in general. 

 
• Program Review: Trail and access issues continue to 

increase, and continue to be complicated.  There are 
increasing public safety issues, multiple-recreational use 
expectations, commercial tour interests and trail related 
visitor industry recreational trends. Historic trail 
documentation, restoration and protection are increasing in 
significance, while public access to particular areas is an 
ongoing issue.  Three major issues associated with the 
Program’s long-term effectiveness have been identified: 1) 
The implied statutory goal of trail and access system 
expansion, without commensurate increases in government 
support; 2) Balancing the original concept of the Program 
at its inception with current operation and evolving trail 
related issues that require Program intervention, and 
3)Examining the role of the ACs within this context - the 
transition from trail and access development into a growing 
regulatory role (for most islands). 

 
• Trail and Access Issues, Projects and Accomplishments: Most 

of the trails managed by DOFAW are included as part of the 
NAH trail system.  In addition, NAH administers trails on 
other State land and trails traversing private land. 
Currently, there are approximately 580 miles of trails and 
access roads managed by DOFAW, with support provided by 
NAH. Primary NAH Program goals are to:  
1) Improve and maintain the conditions of all appropriate 
public trails and access to the standards and 
specifications of the NAH Program,2) Document, and when 
feasible, restore ancient and historic trails for managed 
public access, and 3) Attempt to resolve various access 
disputes and initiate planning and development efforts for 
trails or accesses that may be suitable for inclusion into 
the Program, or receive NAH technical or developmental 
support.  In FY00-01, staff spent approximately 8,821 hours 
@ $122,341 ($20,640 of LNR 804 funds, and $101,701 of 
federal RTP funds) for trail maintenance.   

 
2.  STATE FUEL TAX (SFT) ALLOCATION 
 
 A percentage (0.3%) of the SFT collected under Chapter 243, 
is allocated each fiscal year to the Special Land and 
Development Fund (Section 171-19, HRS) of DLNR.  The allocation 
is for the purposes of management, maintenance, and development 
of trails and trail accesses established under Chapter 198D, 
HRS. Legislation established a limit of $250,000 that may be 
allocated to DLNR from SFT revenue.  For FY01, DLNR/Department 
of Transportation (DOT) projected that the allocation would be 
approximately $220,000. The actual allocation was $216,000. 
$122,350 of this allocation was applied to NAH personnel costs 
to  
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offset previously established LNR 804 General Fund restrictions.  
The projected allocation for FY02 is: $205,197. 

 
3. RECREATIONAL TRAILS PROGRAM (RTP) ALLOCATION 
  
 The Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA 21) 
authorizes the RTP as a Federal-aid Highway Program and is 
codified in 23 U.S.C. 206 (The RTP replaced the National 
Recreational Trails Funding Program.) DLNR, through the NAH 
Program, is qualified by the Federal Highways Administration as 
eligible to receive Hawaii’s allocation of the RTP funds. 
Criteria for eligibility mandates that the states have trail 
councils that include representation by the motorized 
recreational vehicle constituency, which the NAH Program 
established at its inception. The RTP is a state-administered, 
Federal-aid program, and provides funds to states for trails and 
trail-related projects that fulfill the goals of a State 
Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan.  In utilizing the RTP 
funds, the state must comply with the Assured Access to Funds 
requirement: a minimum of 30% of the funding must be used for 
motorized trail use, 30% for non-motorized trail use, and 40% 
for diversified (multiple) trail use. The current RTP 
establishes a 80/20 matching requirement. Due to the limited 
amount of funds from the SFT, and the General Fund, providing 
the State RTP match is becoming more challenging.  DOFAW labor 
now constitutes 100% of the state 20% matching requirement, but 
because of the need of other DOFAW programs to rely on staff 
labor as match, this is becoming increasingly more difficult. In 
August of 2001, NAH obligated Hawaii’s allocation of the Federal 
FY01 allocation of RTP funds:  $533,301. 
 
4. COMMERCIAL TRAIL TOUR ACTIVITY (CTTA) MANAGEMENT AND 
REVENUE 
 
 Act 106, (1997 SLH), allows for user fees from commercial 
use of public trails and access routes to go directly into the  
Special Land and Development Fund.  This provision affords the 
opportunity of possibly offsetting the costs of NAH Program 
management, and trail maintenance, and regulating and monitoring 
the commercial trail tour industry.  There is general consensus 
between NAH staff and the private sector that it is in the 
commercial trail tour industry’s best interest to protect hiking 
trails and access roads used by the industry through some form 
of intervening regulation.  Regulation via a permit is codified 
in Chapter 13-130, HAR, for the Statewide Trail and Access 
Program. 
 
 A major challenge for the NAH Program has been to provide a 
reasonable method for commercial tour vendors to reserve and 
utilize the limited number of commercial patron slots in a 
manner that meets the needs of the tour industry and minimizes 
NAH staff time spent in managing the process.  A scheduling 
method is in place to insure that commercial activities by 
multiple vendors do not exceed the daily capacities and/or 
number of groups established for the CTTA trails and roads.  
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After an application for a commercial trail tour is processed 
and accepted, a permit is issued. The approved vendor is 
provided instructions on the CTTA Internet reservation system 
and issued a confidential PIN# and ID code for accessing the 
reservation system.  The system records the reservation, date 
and calculates the fee. 
 
 Fees are imposed per unit and based upon the potential 
trail impact of the mode of transport: 
 
 
Hike Bike & 

Horse 
Motorcycle 4WD 

(5)  
 

4WD 
(8)  

4WD 
(12) 
 

4WD 
(15) 

$5.00 $7.00 $10.00 $25.00 $50.00 $75.00 $100.00 

 
 
 Payments are required after reservations are made, and 
vendors receive monthly invoices for the total amount of patron 
slots reserved, less any cancellations due to inclement weather. 
NAH has determined that inclement weather, such as high 
precipitation, may reduce public safety and increase trail or 
access road impact. As a result of the September 11th tragedy, 
NAH waived September reservation fees for vendors whose patrons 
either could not fly into Hawaii, or canceled their travel 
plans.  
 
 It is anticipated that there will be future modifications 
based upon what NAH has learned since going on-line, such as 
adding or deleting certain trails, adjusting capacities, and 
correcting mistakes. For now, NAH will continue to submit 
invoices to vendors based upon their reservations.  Over time, 
if the vendor load increases to a level that makes it 
impractical for staff to continue invoicing, it may be necessary 
to consider offering other payment options such as credit card 
or direct deposit.  NAH staff continue to examine and monitor 
commercial tour operations on DOFAW-NAH features to determine 
the long-term feasibility and impacts associated with allowing 
this activity. An  incentive for the CTTA vendors to participate 
via a CTTA permit is that their company is listed on the NAH 
public informational portion of the NAH Internet site, which 
provides linkages to potential global customers. NAH 
Administration submits monthly invoices to the vendors. FY00-01 
net revenue from commercial fees is @ $39,368.00, staff labor 
managing and monitoring this activity was 1,228 hours @ $23,571. 
Twenty percent of the total revenue has been allocated to the 
Office of Hawaiian Affairs. 
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FY00-01 CTTA Revenue 

Kauai $27,800 

Oahu  $3,240 

Maui  $6,116 

Hawaii  $2,212 

Subtotal: $39,368 

OHA @ 20%  $9,892 

Total: $49,260 

 
5. INTERNET SITE AND “HIKING SAFELY” BROCHURE 
 
 NAH Internet Site (www.hawaiitrails.org) 
 
 The site was established with funding support of the Hawaii 
Tourism Authority, Federal RTP funds, and with NAH staff time 
support. The NAH Internet site went on-line in April of 2001 and 
contains maps and directions to all 113 trails and access roads 
under the jurisdiction of Chapter 198D, HRS and Chapter 13-130 
HAR. This site is intended to enhance public safety and 
information distribution by directing trail users, especially 
visitors or first time users, to managed and maintained NAH 
trails. The Website also allows the consumer to view lists of 
the permitted commercial trail tour operators on each island, 
and information on how to contact them. The site also contains 
safety tips and NAH staff contacts statewide.  The site provides 
the opportunity to post additional information, such as the 
agendas and minutes of the AC meetings, and other documents 
relating to the Program.   
 
 Hiking Safely Brochure  
 (www.state.hi.us/dlnr/brochures/HikingSafety.pdf) 
 
 In June of 2001, in conjunction with National Trails Day, 
NAH produced the “Hiking Safely” brochure. $5,000 were provided 
by the Hawaii Tourism Authority and $4,000 from the Kaho’omiki 
Program, DOH, via Tobacco Settlement funds. The brochure was 
created to educate visitors and  first-time trail users with 
tips on safety and Hawaii’s unique environment.   
 
 
6. HAWAII TRAIL ANALYSIS: SURVEY & RISK MANAGEMENT DATA 

PROFILE (www.state.hi.us/dlnr/dofaw/pubs/index.html) 
 
 (From the Executive Summary) 
 In the Fall of 2000, a sample trail analysis was conducted 
at selected Hawaii State Parks and NAH trails on 4 islands. The 
objective was to generate data on user profiles as well as 
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descriptive information of the trail features, and interpret 
this into information to be used toward the development of a 
comprehensive inventory of trail data and ultimately an 
environmental and recreation risk management plan.  The Hawaii 
Trail Analysis was conducted by 5 graduate students at the 
University of Hawaii, Department of Urban and Regional Planning 
under the guidance of Professor Peter Flachsbart.  Funding for 
the project was provided by the Physical Activity Promotion 
Project in the DOH. 
 
 A combination of 14 trails and parks made up the survey 
area, 4 each on Oahu, Kauai and the Big Island, and 2 on Maui.  
Trail selection was made through consultation with DLNR staff on 
each island. User profiles were determined by means of a survey 
and statistical analysis, and trail characteristics were drawn 
from field investigations and existing data analysis.  The 
intent of the study was to develop a procedure for DLNR to 
consider for a comprehensive statewide trail and park analysis 
for all features within the jurisdiction of DLNR. Through this 
analysis, a risk management plan could be developed and 
implemented. 
 
 The user profiles were used to determine frequency, 
preparedness, and demographic information of trail and park 
users. The study revealed that more than 3 out of every 4 trail 
users were visitors from out of state (78%) and predominantly 
Caucasian. This resident/visitor ratio was unexpected and 
indicates that many of the users are unfamiliar with the 
climate, geology and hazards in Hawaii, thereby posing a greater 
threat for the unprepared user. Extensive demographic and 
behavioral information was gathered from the surveys and 
compiled into a database for use by DOH and DLNR. The 
statistical results of that database can be found in Appendix B 
(see attached). 
 
 The physical assessment of the trails demonstrated wide 
variability in the types of potential hazards present on or 
around trails.  Each trail was surveyed with a global 
positioning system (GPS) unit to identify elements such as rock 
fall, hazard trees or steep slope. Although this was a 
descriptive study, the trail analysis made some broad 
recommendations for further study and regarding trail 
management. 
 
 The most apparent area of improvement concerned 
informational signage on the trails, in both quantity and 
consistency.  The survey showed that mileage markers, where 
available, were the most noticed type of sign. Furthermore, 
providing information to the user before they arrive at the 
trail, such as places where a first-time user would learn about 
the trail, would increase the user’s preparedness. Communication 
could also improve between trail managers and fire & rescue 
personnel, so that feedback on the circumstances of an incident 
may be used toward increasing safety at parks and trails in the 
state. 
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 As the study team was composed of non-experts in this 
field, the comments made were mostly passed on from specialists 
and from the trail users themselves.  In general, the report 
served as a “first cut” to confirm notions of which features are 
high use areas and where users are inadequately prepared.  The 
report culminates with a self-critique of the process used in 
the analysis.  
 
7. HISTORIC TRAIL ISSUES AND ABSTRACTS  
 
 Over the past several years, NAH has identified several 
differing historic trail scenarios and potential responses to 
address the State’s interest. These scenarios are determined by 
Chapters 6E,171,264,and 198D,HRS, and are specifically 
associated with trails and non-vehicular roads that are subject 
to the Highways Act of 1892. Section 264-1, HRS, contains the 
following provision: (b) All trails, and other non-vehicular 
rights-of-way in the State declared to be public rights-of-way 
by the Highways Act of 1892, or opened, laid out, or built by 
the government or otherwise created or vested as non-vehicular 
rights-of-way at any time thereafter, or in the future, are 
declared to be public trails.  A public trail is under the 
jurisdiction of the state board of land and natural resources 
unless it was created by or dedicated to a particular county, in 
which case it shall be under the jurisdiction of that county. 
 
 These scenarios require coordination, and agreement on 
procedure among DOFAW and the Land and Historic Preservation 
Divisions, and the Bureau of Conveyances of DLNR and the State 
Survey Division of the Department of Accounting and General 
Services.  It has become evident that the DLNR should consider 
adopting a protocol that identifies each Division’s 
responsibilities in relation to the treatment of historic 
trails. DOFAW, through NAH, has requested that the respective 
Divisions review and as necessary, verify protocol or comment on 
these scenarios.  It is anticipated that after reviewing 
comments and making the necessary revision, this policy will be 
presented to the Board of Land and Natural Resoures (BLNR) for 
approval. This issue is very pertinent on the island of Hawaii, 
and the AC for that Island has developed draft guidelines to 
reduce the ambiguity associated with the treatment of historic 
trails. There has been litigation associated with historic 
trails on the island of Hawaii (see section #11.) 
 
 The abstract section of NAH provides technical support in 
locating and determining governmental jurisdiction to historic 
roads and trails throughout the state.  The abstract research is 
dictated by discussion among the ACs and NAH staff, resulting in 
specific requests for information, and plays an integral role in 
assessing current and future options for developing and 
restoring trail and access road systems. Other DOFAW programs 
also periodically require NAH abstract support. Abstracts of 
title are accomplished through historical research of documents, 
maps and other media together with interpretation of applicable 
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statutes and laws. The NAH Abstract Section also assists the 
Department of the Attorney General in identifying possible 
interest the State may claim in  roads and/or trails situate 
within the boundaries of lands that are the subject of Quite 
Title Actions or Land Court Applications.  If ownership is 
confirmed, public access via these road or trail features 
bounded by private land is documented. Affirmation of ownership 
provides future options for recreational development and/or 
access.  The following provides a statewide breakdown of NAH 
Program abstract of title requests that have been initiated 
since 1992. 
 
 132 abstract requests have been initiated through the 4 
DOFAW Branches to determine title and/or public access for 
ancient or historic trails, old government roads and lateral 
shoreline access routes. In FY00-01 staff worked approximately 
2,221 hours @ $28,352 on abstracting and historic trail issues. 
 
  

ABSTRACTS FY00-01 TO DATE STATE 
OWNED 

PUBLIC 
ACCESS 

OTHER 
OWNERSHIP 

Kauai 1 19 8 8 3 

Oahu 3 10 4 0 6 

Maui 5 32 16 4 12 

Hawaii 21 71 47 7 17 

TOTAL 30 132 75 19 38 

 
8. ACT 34 SLH, 2001 
 
 Emerging trail and access issues have created the need for 
regulatory ability that was not reflected in Chapter 198D,HRS 
when the Program was created.  The need for greater regulatory 
power is due to increases in both public and commercial trail 
use and resulting management conflicts. DLNR submitted an 
Administration bill to the 21st Legislature (H.B. 691) that 
established both criminal and civil penalties for NAH.  This 
bill was approved by the Governor on April 27, 2001, as Act 34, 
amending Chapter 198D, HRS by adding a section on general 
administrative penalties and criminal penalties for violation of 
Chapter 198D, HRS, and Chapter 13-130, HAR. 
 
 It is the goal of NAH that this enhanced regulatory ability 
will improve compliance with Chapter 13-130, HAR and 
specifically allow for much needed enforcement ability for 
unauthorized commercial tours.  
   
9. TRAIL AND ACCESS ADVISORY COUNCILS (AC)  
 
 The AC’s meet as staff and AC members determine is 
necessary based upon their respective trail and access issues. 
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From January to October of 2001, the Big Island, Oahu, Maui, and 
Molokai AC’s have conducted 10 meetings, the Lanai AC has 
conducted 3, and the Kauai AC has conducted 2. The agendas and 
minutes of the AC’s are on file at the NAH Administrative 
office. Many of the issues and subjects covered by the AC’s are 
reflected in the following Statewide Trail and Access projects. 
The Statewide NAH AC meets at least once a year and is comprised 
of the chairpersons (or their representatives) of the 6 island 
ACs and a representative from the off-road vehicle user group.  
The Statewide NAH AC meets to provide continuity of Program 
implementation among the Island ACs and to discuss and resolve 
issues that affect the Program statewide.  In November of 2001, 
the Statewide AC met to continue with strategic planning, to 
share trail and access issues that are both statewide or island 
specific, and to discuss administrative and budgetary issues.       
 
10. PROGRAM REVIEW   
  
 The NAH Program was created in 1988, and a Program Plan was 
completed in 1991 as a “blueprint” for implementation of Chapter 
198D, HRS.  Since that time, NAH has promulgated rules, amended 
Chapter 198D and developed management scenarios not reflected in 
the original plan.  The goals and objectives relating to AC and 
general public perception of the management and expansion of 
trails and access, in some cases to the detriment of the 
original intention of establishing the NAH Program, have been 
usurped by several new issues. The Plan does not adequately 
address these new issues and changes in trail use and user 
expectations, new laws and policy relating to such topics as 
traditional and cultural access, or recreational guidelines 
associated with the American with Disabilities Act guidelines, 
and emerging risk management scenarios. 
 
 NAH is actively involved in responding to environmental 
risk assessment and management, conflicting and increasing 
demand of multiple, public recreational uses (trail bicycles, 
motorized trail use, ecotourism) commercial tour activity, and 
complicated and litigious historic trail scenarios. 
 
 Based upon planning exercises conducted via the Statewide 
AC and NAH Staff, the following 3 points identify the key 
impediments to Program development: 
 
1. The implied statutory goal of continual trail and access 

system expansion, without commensurate increases in 
government support. 

 
2. Balancing the original goals and objectives of the Program 

at its inception(developing a Statewide trail and access 
system) with current management, operation and response to 
issues that require Program response and intervention. 

 
3. Examining the role of the ACs within this context - the 

transition from advising on trail and access development 
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into the growing regulatory and management role of the 
Program (for most islands).   

 
 The Program continued to examine its role within the above 
context, and discussed methods to resolve these impediments 
during a Statewide AC meeting on November 10th, facilitated by 
Peter Adler. Many of the subjects delineated in the following  
projects and accomplishments reflect the 3 points listed above. 
 
11. TRAIL AND ACCESS ISSUES, PROJECTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS  
 
 Appropriate public trails managed by DOFAW are included as 
part of the NAH trail system. In addition, NAH administers 
trails on other State land and trails on private land through 
Memorandums of Agreement. Currently, there are approximately 580 
miles of trails and accesses that are managed by DOFAW, with 
support provided by NAH. Primary NAH Program goals are to:  
1) Improve and maintain the conditions of all appropriate trails 
and access to the standards and specifications of the NAH 
Program, 2)Document and when feasible, develop historic trails 
for managed public access and 3) Attempt to resolve various 
access disputes, and initiate planning and development efforts 
for trails or accesses that may be suitable for inclusion into 
the Program, or receive NAH technical or developmental support.  
New Program activities that are increasing in significance and 
impact to Program activities include the monitoring and 
management of commercial trail tours and establishing Risk 
Assessment procedures. In FY00-01, staff spent approximately 
8,821 hours @ $122,341 ($20,640 of LNR 804 funds, and $101,701 
of federal RTP funds) conducting trail maintenance.       
 
 The following is a status report for each island on the 
implementation of trail and access projects and planning efforts 
for the 2001 calendar year.  The island reports contain 
descriptions of select trail and access activities that NAH has 
undertaken due to NAH Program, DOFAW or DLNR directives, or in 
response to public interest, land development or changes in 
ownership and access situations. 
 
Kauai Branch 

 
• Collaborated with the University of Hawaii Extension 

Service and the Department of Agriculture to determine 
effective herbicide techniques to combat the spread of 
invasive alien weed species along program trails and 
associated recreational areas. Conducted the semi-annual 
herbicide research application on the Nualolo-Awaawapuhi 
Crossover Trail and the Koaie Trail in Waimea Canyon, 
totaling over 6 miles. 
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• Continued to manage the CTTA. Kauai has nine active 
commercial vendors with activities ranging from hiking, 4- 
wheel drive tours to equestrian tours. 

 
• Continued trail monitoring on designated commercial 

activity trails. 
 

• Assisted members of the National Tropical Botanical Garden 
plant survey crew along the proposed new alignment of the 
Pihea Trail. A botanical survey was completed and will be 
attached to the Draft Environmental Assessment for trail 
realignment. 

 
• Assisted Location Managers from Universal Films for the use 

of Wailua Forest Management Road for a major motion picture 
that was filmed during the summer of 2001. 

 
• Revised the Kauai Recreation Map to include new information 

and cautionary statements. 
 

• Conducted a drizzle herbicide workshop in cooperation with 
the University of Hawaii Extension Service. 25 State, 
Federal and private personnel were certified in the use of 
the drizzle herbicide method. 

 
• NAH Staff attended an 80-hour fire prevention course in 

Hilo and obtained United States Forest Service 
certification in wildland fire behavior. 

 
• Assisted the Kokee Resource Center with trail maintenance 

of the Mohihi-Waialae Trail. Over 600 hours of volunteer 
time went into this project, which opened over five miles 
of trail for public use for the first time since Hurricane 
Iniki closed it in 1992. 

 
• Assisted the Land Division with trail construction design 

for the Lumahai Beach Access Trail. 
 

• Installed seven composting toilets within the Waimea Canyon 
Camping Areas and the Na Pali Kona Forest Reserve using 
Capital Improvement funds. 

 
• Completed yearly trash removal from Waimea Canyon arid 

Waialae Camp sites. 
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• Continued routine maintenance of 108 miles of trails, 72 
miles of roads, 34 trail shelters, 66 acres of arboreta, 
and two acres of the Kokee Field Station, and 11 composting 
toilets. 

 
Oahu Branch  

 
• Issued 17 film permits for the use of Oahu NAH Program 

trails and adjacent forest reserves. The permits ranged 
from local community advertisements to international 
advertisements intended to promote tourism. One of the 
permits included Baywatch Hawaii who donated a "No Dumping" 
sign. Another permit was issued to the Hawaii Nature Center 
for a TV commercial within the Honolulu Forest Reserve, 
depicting local residents involved in projects showing how 
to better protect Hawaii's natural environment.  

 
• Issued 7 Trail and Access Activity permits to public or 

non-profit groups who engaged in organized hikes with more 
than 12 people on the Manoa Falls trail. 

 
• Permitted and collaborated with the Hawaiian Ultra Running    

Team (HURT), in hosting the 10th annual "Tantalus Trek" 
trail foot race. The event involved 130 runners (including 
the NAH Program Manager) utilizing ten miles of the 
Honolulu Mauka Trail system. Also through HURT, issued a 
Trails and Access Activity permit for the first annual 100-
mile foot race called the "H.U.R.T 100" that used 20 miles 
of the Tantalus Mauka Trail System. Runners from around the 
world participated. The conditions of the permit required 
HURT to arrange meetings with NAH staff and the different 
emergency response agencies with jurisdiction for portions 
of the racecourse.  Staff assisted in logistic support and 
were on-site for most of the race for emergency assistance 
if needed. 

 
• Installed or replaced a total of 52 directional and/or 

informational trail signs. Signs included marking junctions 
with directional arrows, replacing old trailhead signs and 
adding hazard warning signs. 

 
• Supervised approximately 3332.5 hours of volunteer trail 

service projects. 
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• Facilitated a meeting between the Army, Hawaii Motorsports 
Association, and the Land Division to address issues 
regarding the Kahuku motor cross track and military 
training activities. 

 
• Contracted Pono Pacific Land Management Inc., a private 

natural resource maintenance company, for weed clearing and 
general vegetation maintenance of the Maunawili Trail. 

 
• Conducted improvements on the Kuliouou Trail with volunteer 

support from the Hawaii Trail and Mountain Club, Sierra 
Club and the Church of the Crossroads. The project involved 
installing over 70 steps to improve public safety, and also 
a bench for comfort. 

 
• Participated in and co-sponsored the 1st Annual Malama 

Hawaii, Volunteer Service Network Workshops. The workshops 
were established to train volunteers, giving them the 
experience to participate in projects at multiple entry 
levels, from beginning to advanced, and to provide them 
with the resources they need to make the most of their 
commitment to preservation and restoration of Hawaii's 
natural environment. 

 
• Engaged in preliminary discussion and meetings with elected 

officials, community members, and the Hawaii Tourism 
Authority, on addressing appropriate management response to 
increasing visitor, commercial and local use of the Manoa 
Falls Trail. 

 
Maui Branch (includes Molokai and Lanai)  

 
• Continued maintenance of 150 feet of stepped walkway with 

handrails and scenic lookout for the mobility impaired at 
Mokuleia Bay in Napili for public access to the shoreline. 

 
• Continued monitoring and management of the CTTA Permit 

process. 
 

• Developed, with the assistance of DLNR’s Division of 
Conservation and Resources Enforcement(DOCARE), a Personal 
Guide Identification Number for CTTA operators to 
facilitate identification of authorized operators utilizing 
NAH trails. 
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• Continued monitoring trail bed stability, non-native 
lantana invasion and the condition of archaeological 
resources on the Mamane, Waihee Ridge, and Old Lahaina  
Pali Trails, utilizing a photo-point management system. 

 
• Identified and mapped portions of the historic Piilani  

Trail (King’s Highway) in Hamakualoa, Nahiku and Kahakuloa. 
 

• Continued to reconstruct the Waiakoa Trail with Volunteer 
labor within State-owned lands of the Kula  Forest Reserve. 

 
• Coordinated and supervised trail service work of  168 

individual volunteers for a total of 2,285 hours on various 
trails and access projects. 

 
• Installed/completed total of approximately 117  plant 

identification signs in Keane Arboretum Walk. 
 

• Continued Draft Environmental Assessment to create the  
Kahakapao Loop Trail in the Makawao Forest Reserve and 
circulated document for comments within Maui DOFAW Office. 

 
• Continued negotiation with the Maluhia Ranch Acres for the 

Memorandum of Agreement for the Piilani Trail within 
privately owned lands in Kahakuloa. 

 
• Participated in the Keoneoio-Kanaloa Working Group 

meetings. 
 

• Participated in the Puu Olai State Park Task Force 
meetings. 

 
• Staff participated in educational outreach for  Hawaiian 

Canoe Club Youth Program. 
 

• Staff continued required Performance Appraisal System, 
first aid, CPR and fire fighting training. 

 
• Staff participated in DLNR firefighting efforts on State 

Forest Reserve lands. 
 

• Participated in the DLNR workshops involved in the Proposed 
Critical Habitat Designation for plants on Maui, Molokai 
and Lanai. 
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• Coordinated with the Historic Preservation and Land 
Division and DOFAW for a 4-wheel drive vehicle road to be 
moved off of archaeological sites within the Keoneoio area.  

 
• Continued discussions with Haleakala Ranch to investigate 

the possibility of developing the Old Haleakala Bridal 
Trail (Kalialinui). 

 
• Constructed a fence exclosure for Sesbania tomentosa, Ohai, 

with the help of Forestry and Wildlife, the Maui AC, the 
Native Plant Society and volunteers. 

 
• Continued Draft Environmental Assessment to create the Ohai 

Trail within the Kahakuloa Forest Reserve and circulated 
the document for comments among Maui DOFAW. 

 
• Installed signage at Hoapili Trail, Keane Arboretum and all 

NAH trailheads designating status of commercial operations. 
 

• Awarded outstanding volunteers with plaques and an 
appreciation party for all volunteers. 

 
• Worked with the DOFAW Field Crews and volunteers to 

maintain in the Kula, West Maui, Koolau, and Waihou Springs 
Forest Reserves and on the Old Lahaina Pali Trail a total 
of 42 miles of recreational trails. 

 
• Assisted and advised Wildlife, Natural Area Reserves 

System, DLNR’S Division of State Parks, Maui County and 
Federal Agencies in trail-related issues and logistical 
support when requested. 

 
• Began planning and implementing the full development of the 

Waikamoi Ridge Trail to accommodate 2-lane foot traffic 
with an imported hardened surface. 

 
• Began planning and implementing a recycled rubber matting 

design to be installed on the Waiakoa Loop Trail and the 
Mamane Trail to maintain tread stability damaged by bicycle 
use. 

 
• Began reconstruction efforts on the Waipoli Road in the 

Kula Forest Reserve. 
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Molokai 
 

• Continued improvements to the Waikolu Lookout and Campsite 
by reconstruction of overlook facilities, rubble clearing 
and debris from the campsite area, and construc-tion of a 
fence utilizing recycled materials.  A covered pavilion, 
restroom facilities and picnic tables are currently being 
replaced. 

 
• Reconstructed 3 major drainages in the Molokai Forest 

Reserve road (Maunahui Road) with the assistance of The 
Nature Conservancy of Molokai. 

 
• Continued efforts in responding to community and legal 

concerns related to reestablishing the Halawa 
Valley/Moanalua Falls Trails for public use. 

 
• Initiated the dormant Molokai AC and filled vacant seats. 

 
• Continued re-negotiations with the Department of Hawaiian 

Home Lands for the License Agreement of the 
Maunahui/Makakupaia Road. 

 
Lanai 

 
• Completed construction of 2-mile Lanai Fisherman’s Trail. 

 
• Re-activated the dormant Lanai AC and filled 2 vacant 

seats. 
 

• Monitored the condition of certain historic trails and 
ancillary sites. 

 
Hawaii Branch 

 
• Contracted consultant Kepa Maly to produce a limited  

publication of a document titled “A Historical Over-View of 
Lands and Trails Traveled Between Keauhou and Kealakekua, 
Kona, Hawaii”. 

 
• Filled the Trail and Access Technician position vacancy and 

initiated training of Clement Chang, Jr. on November 1, 
2001. This position was vacated by Patrick Thiele on March 
30, 2001. 
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• Reached a tentative resolution in the disposition of the 
Puu 0o Saddle House. NAH anticipates a Memorandum of 
Agreement (MOA) with the Paniolo Preservation Society. 

 
• The NAH AC voted to adopt a document entitled “Guidelines 

for the treatment of Hawaiian Trails”, principally authored 
by Council Member Debbie Chang.  This document is intended 
to provide the AC with a written protocol when responding 
to historical trail issues. 

 
• State of Hawaii was named as defendant(including the NAH 

Program) along with Oceanside 1250 in a Hearing for a 
Preliminary Injunction filed by Protect Keopuka Ohana. 
Administrative staff testified during the proceedings. The 
basis for the suit was the disposition of 1 of 3 trails 
bisecting the Oceanside 1250's property. While the State is 
no longer a defendant, litigation is continuing and the 
outcome has not been concluded. 

 
• State of Hawaii (DLNR) was named as defendant with Hawaii 

Tropical Botanical Garden in a lawsuit filed relating to 
public access along the Onomea Trails, administered by NAH. 

 
• State of Hawaii (including NAH) was named as defendant with 

Hawaii Kau Aina in a lawsuit filed by a native Hawaiian 
family regarding access to Pohue Bay. 

 
• NAH participated in a meeting with the Division of State 

Parks and various other stakeholders as required by SCR 140 
on the creation of the Honomalino-Manuka State Wilderness 
and Nature Reserve. 

 
• NAH and SHPD involved in quiet title action of Kamau v. 

Waanui, Civil Number 96-394 and the disposition of a 
segment of a historic Hawaiian Trail. 

 
• NAH and the Historic Preservation Division in cooperation 

with the County of Hawaii identified and flagged a section 
of a trail alignment to be constructed by Kamalani Estates 
as a condition of subdivision approval. 

 
• NAH is in the process of resolving the trails issue at 

Puakea Bay with Alii Architect. 
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• NAH collaborated with the County of Hawaii in fixing the 
location of a segment of trail fronting 49 Black Sand 
Subdivision. 

 
• NAH provided logistical support for an archaeological field 

class conducted by Peter Mills, PhD, University of Hawaii 
at Hilo during the period June 18 to July 7, 2001. 

 
• Conducted investigation with DOCARE concerning the 

allegation of altering the location of the coastal trail at 
THE BLUFFS AT MAUNA KEA. 

 
• NAH staff attended mandatory fire training during the 

period February 12-16, 2001. 
 

• Attended meeting at Kiholo on the Bakken Land Exchange 
issue. As a condition of approval, Bakken will clear and 
post signage on a section of the Kiholo-Huehue Trail. 

 
• NAH assisted TREE (Tropical Reforestation and Ecosystem 

Education Center) in procuring GPS points and plotting a 
section of a pedestrian and mountain bike trail at the 
Makaula-Ooma tract. 

 
• Installed beach warning sign at the top of Pololu valley 

for the Land Division. 
 

• Met with owner representatives of the former Parker Ranch 
property at Anaehoomalu to expedite the procedure of 
purchasing a trail remnant. 

 
• NAH was successful in obtaining $72,725 of Federal 

Emergency Management Agency funding incurred by flooding 
and completed approximately 6 miles of repair and 
restoration of the Ainapo Road. 

 
• Maintenance operations were conducted on the Muliwai Trail 

and Waimanu campgrounds during the week of January 22-26, 
2001. 


